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T-ñ-e .bouñdã¡t--+Fyér f ro\^i ãboùÈ--two - hydrõfbiïs and - -the appearanòe of cavitatiòn'áre iniestigated by '
means of in-line hol0graphy. practical dãtaits ãr,the hol-ogram resoluti-on anã data col-lection ti_mefor nuclej- size analysis are given. ft is shownthat the appearance of cavitaÈion on the hydrofoilsis -strongly infLuenced by viscous effects. -.

I. INTRODUCTTON

rn-li-ne holography has been used before to visual-ize the
boundary layer fLow in water on axisymmetric bodies [r, 2] . These
and other studies have shown that cavitation on axisymmetric

j uoai""
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is closely rerated to viscous effects. rn order to investi-
; gate possible rel-ationships between types of cavitation occurring:
;on hydrofoils and the complex boundary layer flow behaviour,
further studi-es were made maki-ng use of in-l-ine holography. The

i experiments were ¡nad.e in a high speed water tunnel, provi-ded with
a 40 mm x 80 mm rectangular test section. Two hydrofoils with a
70 mm chord were tested.: a NACA t6-or2 profire and a NACA 44L2
profile. Bound.ary layer flow visualization was effected by in-
'jecting a 5 percent sodium chtorid.e solution from a hol_e (dia.
0'2r mm) located at the leading edge of the hydrofoil. The present
paper comprises detaj-1s on the holographic procedure an¿ displays
some typical boundary layer flow and cavitation phenomena.
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2. HOLOGRAPHTC EXPERTMENTAL PROCEDURE

Fig. I shows a diagram of the in-line holographic set-up
applied. A ruby-laser (À=694nm) with a 30 mJ single mode pulse
duration of 30ns was used as a light source, serving a plane par-
aIle1 beam of 80 mm diameter with the aid of a telescopic system.
Fig. 2 gives a schematic view of the exposure and subseguent re-
construction of the holographed test volume. The light \^/aves

scattered by an object interfere with the uninterrupted. background
waves thus causing a fringe pattern that is recorded on the holo-
gram. Typical fringe patterns are shown in Fig. 3. Agfa-Gevaert
8875 Holotest plates were used as a recording medium. rn the re-
construction set-up a 2mW HeNe-laser (À=633nm) serves as a light
source. The record.ed fringe patterns diffract the incident light
into positive and negative diffraction orders thus creatJ-ng a real
as well as a virtual image of the original object- In the case of
applying plane parallel beams in both the recording and the recon-
structj-on step, the magnif j-cation of the reconstructed image
eguals unity irrespective of the difference in wavelength between
the recording and the reconstructing beam. with the aid of a mi-
croscope the real image of the test volume may now be analyzed,
yielding absorute data for particle size- and. partj-cle density
distributions as well as further d.ata relevant for flow and cavi-
tation analysis. For a detailed analysis of in-line holography
reference is made to the relevant literaÈure [:].

Although the j-n-líne holographic technique is a unì-que means
for analyzing the particlé content of relatively large volumes
(typically tens of cubic centimeters) it has been recognì-zed that
the reading out of the holograms is rather laborious. Bexon eta1.
[¿] sLate that at best 400 particles can be sized in 7 hours and
Èhat there is evidence to suggest that the operator becomes errat-
j-c as time passes. Gates et al. [s] mention thaÈ typically 2oo
partj-cles per hologram are analyzed and that this requires about
one man-day. Earlier work [ø] has shown that for low to moderate
concentrations the read out time tends to be inversel-y proportion-
al to concentratj-on (Fig. 4). The average concenÈration measured
from a total of 30 holograms (: bubbles per cubic centimeter) gave
rise to an average read out tlme of 2 minutes per bubbl_e. This
f igrure coincides wj-th that of Gates et al. The optimum f igure
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given by Bexon et al. is only improved. at relatively high concen-
trations (>10 bubbles per cubic cent.imeter). However, if concen-
trations become too large and the laserbeam has to penetrate
through a considerable depth of particle c1oud, optical noise will
spoil the quality of the reconstruction. The data of Fig. 4 \^rere
obtained by analyzing populations of bubbles > 20ym d.iameter; the
read out time will be further increased if smaller bubbles are
included in the analysis. Automatic evaluation of holographical-Iy
recorded. particle populations will- probably solve these problems.
However this technique j-s still in it,s infancy. The reader is re-
ferred to the very interesting work of Bexon et ar. l+, 7l and of
Heidt et al. [g] on this matrer.

3. DEPTH AND RESOLUTTON OF FAR-FTELD RECONSTRUCTTONS

The total optical pathlength Z between the particle and the
recording medium j-s given by z=rL/nr+zr/nr+zr/n3, where "L,213 .rdnI,2,3 respectively denote the thickness and. the refractive index
of the medj-a water, glass and air. Fresnelf s description of the
spatial dj-stribution of the light scattered by a particle of dia-
meter d becomes considerably less complex when the far-fietd con-
dition z>>d,2/^ is met. rn that case quadratic and higher order
terms may be neglected and one speaks of Fraunhofer or far-field.
diffracÈion [g]. rt has been shown [g] thar in rhe far-field re-
gion of the individual objects, the reconstruction is not dis-
t,urbed by background interference with the virtual_ image. rt
should be noted however that the record.ing of particles in the
near-field or Fresnel region is by no means prohibited. and that
excellent reconstructions may be obtained from Fresnel holograms
of part,icl-es where z<<d,2 /^ [6] . Defining the far-f j-eld number N

as the number of far-field distances a2 /X between -the object and
the recording pJ-ane, the pathlength becomes z=Nð.2/\ and the far-
field number may obviously be formulated j-n terms of the recor-
ding set-up: N= ( 

^ruby/d2) 
(zr/nr+zr/nr+zr/r3) . on reconstruction

of the hologram in air by means of a HeNe-laser the change in
wavelengÈh of the illumination and the refractive index of the
medium has to be accounted for by ,i=(Àg"*"/Àrrby)rili, where 1i
is the reconstructed thickness of the relevant med.ia measured in
air. Substitution of this equation in the former rend.ers the far-
field number in terms of the reconstructing set-up, N=ÀH"N 

"L/d2,
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where L is the total distance in air between the reconsÈructed
image and the hologram. As the modulation of the interference
fringes is inversely proportional to the far-field number N, at
many far-field distances the useful information in the hologram
is lj-mited by opt.ical noise such as scattered light, non-unifor-
mity of the reference wave and granularity of the recording medium.

Therefore the quality of the reconstructed image in the far-field
is limited. by a maximum far-field. number N*.* [tO]. Different
workers have explored the maximum achievable far-fj-eld number for
acceptable reconstructions .

to depend on film granularitv and practical values are found in
the range 3O<Nmax<tOO [e]. The high resolving power of the 8E75_H]-

plates used j-n the present study (>5000 lines/mm) combined with
the uniformity of Èhe single mode beam however appeared. to a11ow

reconstructions of particl-es with far-fieId numbers exceeding 300,
while discrimj-nation between bubbl-es and solid particles remained
possible down to 5ym diameter objects.

4. BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW VISUALIZATION

The two hydrofoil-s \^/ere tested in a wide range of angles of
attack o and free-stream velocj-ties Vo. Depending on o and Vo,
typical boundary ]-y"{ f low.phengmena vrere observed such as (l)
Iaminar separation near the nose followed by transition to turbu-
lence wiÈhout, re-atÈachment (free shear layer), (2) laminar sep-
aration near Èhe nose folJ.owed by transition to turbulence and.

re-att,achment (shorÈ bubble), (3) laminar separati-on near t.he nose
followed by transition to turbulence and re-attachment further
downstream (long bubble) , (4) Iaminar boundary layer with laminar
separation downstream followed by transition to turbuÌence, and
(5) laminar boundary layer with normal transition to turbulence.
An example of laminar separation followed by transition to tur-
bulence without re-aÈtachment for the NACA 16-0-l-2 hydrofoil at
c¿=12o is presented in Fig, 5. Fig. 6 shows transition to turbu-
lence and re-attachment of a long laminar separation bubbl-e for
Lhe NACA 4Ð,2 hydrofoil aÈ o=10o.

5. CAVTTATTON OBSERVATTONS

The type of cavitation occu.rring at large angles of attack

L"n
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is cloud cavitation. The cavitj-es are essentially not attached
to the surface. An example is shown in Fig. 7, which is for the
NACA 16-012 hydrofoil at cr=12o. rn this case the boundary layer
flow is characterized by the occurrence of a free shear layer
(nig. 5). At moderate angles of attack sheet cavitation is ob-
served, which is related to the presence of a laminar separation
bubble. AÈ small angles of attack and sufficiently highvelocities,
laminar separation does not occur,' in this case bubble cavitation
is observed. An example is shown in Fig. 8, which is for the NACA

4412 hydrofoil at s=2o. A full analysis of these relationships
will be presented in [tt] .
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Fig. I Schemat.ic diagram of
in-line holographic system
for making holograms of cavi-
tation and flow phenomena

on hydrofoils.
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Fig. 2 Schematic view of exposure
and subsequent reconstruction of
holographed test volume.
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Fig. 4 Data coll_ection time
versus bubble concentration
for a series of 30 holograms
of a test volume in a water
tunnel [a] .
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recordingfringes in the
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Fig. 6 Transition to turbulence and reattach-
ment of long separation bubble for NACA 4412
hydrofoil at s=IOo. The flow is from left to
right. Vo=0 .9 m/si x*/c=O.40.

Fig. 5 Separated shear
hydrofoil at o,=I2o. The
right. Vo=o.9 m/s.

layer for NACA L6-0L2
flow is from left to

Fig. 8 Bubble cavitation for
NACA 4412 hydrofoil at cr=2o. The
f low is f rom l-ef t to right.
Vo=Ì4.9 m/s; o =0.85; x"/c=O .L7 .

Fig. 7 Cloud cavitation for NACA

16-0r2 hydrofoil at o,=12o. the f l-ow
is from left to right. yo=7.0 m/s;
o=3.21.


